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Abstract: This paper proposes a new RFID-Sensor Middleware System that is compliant with EPCglobal framework. It 
uses extended APIs for sensor tag management.  In this paper, we describe the unique features of our middleware, its typical 
usage and its implementation.  
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1. Introduction 
Although The evolution of sensor technology 
and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) research 
makes possible integration [1,2] of RFID data and 
Sensing data using same RF tag, called Sensor Tag 
[3,4]. Sensor tags are, in general, characterized by RF 
identification, user memory and sensing information. 
RF capable sensor tags having user memory store 
sensing data to its memory and can transfer that data to 
the reader when it is in reader interrogation area. While 
comparing EPCglobal [5] tag class structures [6], active 
tags enable a greater communication range, can be 
applied to metal objects, and allow easy addition of 
sensing modules [7,8]. Therefore, active RFID tag can 
be used as senor tag [9], enabling simultaneous id and 
sensing data transmission using same RF infrastructure. 
A large number of such tags can be deployed in cold 
chain management [10,11], supply chain management 
systems and harbour logistics systems where huge 
amount of sensing data is generated. Consequently, 
sensor tag is suitable for continuously monitoring 
temperature-sensitive perishables, controlling product 
temperature and humidity, elimination of container 
damage due to huge inside pressure, and automatic 
tracking of product location. Thus, it is possible to 
create a physically linked world in which every item is 
numbered, identified, catalogued and tracked with 
various sensing information. However, to provide 
proper system services using sensor tags, it is necessary 
to control and efficiently manage tags carrying id and 
sensing information. 
Although Sensor Tag is used to acquire 
integrated RFID-Sensing information, the technology 
used in its management and control is still in its  
 
infancy. Still there is no global standard provided for 
RFID-Sensing data collections. In most RFID 
applications, heterogeneous tags such as RFID tag 
(only id data) and active sensor tag (RFID-sensing 
data) from various vendors are used and RFID reader 
must be able to retrieve data from these heterogeneous 
tags. Therefore, compatibility and interoperability 
become a major system concern in using Sensor Tag. 
Also, sensor tag must continuously store sensing 
information in its tag memory. But limited memory 
and battery power is big challenge in system 
deployment. Moreover, system suffers from bulk air 
load while transmission of sensing data in tag memory 
takes place. However, faster tag collection is possible 
using active RFID System [12], still controlling sensor 
tag moods and states is important for saving tag 
battery power and sensing values in tag memory.  
We develop an efficient middleware 
architecture based on EPCglobal Architecture 
Framework [13]. Our state-of-the-art system 
architecture follows standard active air interface 
ISO/IEC 18000-7 [14] to manage and control sensor 
tag, tag moods and states to store battery power with 
sensing information. It provides several APIs for 
receiving sensing queries, managing tags and readers, 
monitoring sensing values, reporting alarms and 
notifications to the users. It also provides four service 
types that together form core service module for an 
efficient sensor tag management. The main 
contribution of this paper is to design and implement 
an efficient RFID-Sensor Middleware architecture for 
sensor tag that incorporates extended APIs to provide 
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compatibility and global interoperability of the system.  
The structure of this paper is as follows. 
Section 2 describes lists of related works. Section 3 
describes motivation behind development of the 
integrated RFID-Sensor Middleware System and In 
section 4, we explain the unique features of our 
middleware, the extended APIs, services and its usage. 
Section 5 shows the implementation and performance 
of our middleware. We conclude Section 6 with 
avenues for further research. 
 
2. Related Works 
A. EPCglobal Architecture Framework: The 
Architecture Framework [13] published by 
EPCglobal Inc. [5] provides a comprehensive 
overview of the EPCglobal standards. It shows how 
the different interface standards are related and 
outlines the principles that have guided the design of 
the standards. The architecture framework consists 
of three layers: (1) Identification layer, (2) Capture 
layer and (3) Exchange layer; and it provides several 
standards for all the three layers. The EPCglobal 
Architecture Framework does not dictate a particular 
system architecture, but leaves this to implementors 
who can choose the system architectures that are 
most appropriate for their deployments. Therefore, 
the architecture presented in this paper is based on 
EPCglobal Architecture Framework because it helps 
easy adaptation of the system over the world. 
Figure 1. EPC Global Architecture Framework 
 
The interaction between RFID reader and 
various types of tags takes place at the bottom layer 
of EPCglobal Architecture Framework shown in Fig. 
1. ALE performs collection, filtering and grouping 
on tag events sent by the Reader. The 
interoperability problem that arises in reading 
heterogeneous RFID tag (tag id) and active Sensor 
tag (tag id and sensing data) can be resolved by 
using readers compliant with international 
standards, controlling and managing readers using 
standard management protocol. ISO/IEC 18000-7 
defines standard for active RFID systems and 
EPCglobal provide standard Reader Management 
(RM) Protocol to control and manage the reader. 
B. EPCglobal Reader Management (RM): Host 
can control and manage RFID reader device by 
implementing RM Protocol [15] specified by 
EPCglobal. The standard provides 3 message 
channels between reader and host to manage the 
reader device. The 3 channels: (1) Command 
Channel, (2) Alarm Channel(s) and (3) Notification 
Channel(s). Command channel carries request from 
host to reader and response from reader to host. 
Alarm Channel(s) carries asynchronous reader 
health and status alerts to the host. Notification 
channel(s) delivers tag id and tag memory data such 
as sensing information to the host using standard 
reader protocol (RP) [16]. 
 
3. Motivation 
The EPCglobal provides flexible architecture 
for system development. The data collected from the 
tag and sent to the upper layer of the system. AutoID 
Labs [17] proposed several ways to integrate sensing 
information with the RFID information in the 
EPCglobal architecture framework. There are two 
ways to integrate sensing information with RFID 
information. The first one is, hardware level 
integration (shown in Figure 2) and the second one is, 
logical integration.  
 
Figure 2. Tag Level Integration of Sensor with RF Tag 
Sensor
Gen2 Tag User Memory Architecture
Sensor Tag
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Hardware level integration is the tag level 
integration of sensing module with the tag device to 
store sensing information. Sensor embedded RFID (SE-
RFID) tag [9] is capable to provide RFID-sensing data 
to the system. However, sensor tag requires continuous 
monitoring of sensing information and storage of real 
time sensing data, SE-RFID tag should use continuous 
battery supply. This is possible by using battery 
powered RFID tag. Although, semi-passive sensor tag 
is capable to store sensing data with RFID data, in this 
system I consider active tag to serve as sensor tag. 
Because sensor tag is more efficient communicating 
long distant reader and faster tag data transmission. 
Thus, active tag serves as an efficient means to send 
instant alarm notification to the system if sensing data 
exceeds threshold limit. 
 
4. Middleware Architecture 
A. 3-Layer Middleware Architecture: Fig. 3 shows the 
detailed block diagram of RFID-Sensor Middleware 
architecture compliant with EPCglobal architecture 
framework. It is a three layer architecture: (1) 
Capture Layer, (2) Service Layer and (3) 
Application Layer. Capture Layer receives 
integrated RFID-Sensing data from active sensor 
tag, Application Layer provides necessary API(s) to 
the user, while Service Layer provides all the 
services required for efficient sensor tag 
management.  
Capture Layer is the bottom layer of the 
middleware architecture. It provides common 
reader interface for both active and passive reader 
types. Active Reader Layer is used for capturing 
streaming RFID-Sensing data from active sensor 
tag while Passive Reader Layer is used to read 
passive RFID tag data. Captured event is 
dispatched by Message dispatcher and sent to the 
Service layer for further processing. 
Service Layer is the core of middleware 
Architecture. This layer provides 4 types of 
services required by the application. These are: (1) 
Tag Command and Control Services (TCCS), (2) 
Device and Data Management Services (DDMS), 
(3) Event and Query Processing Services (EQPS) 
and (4) Data Storage and Output Services (DSOS). 
Tag command and controlling is performed by 
TCCS. TCCS consists of Command and Controller 
modules while DDMS consists of four 
management modules. The Active Reader and Tag 
manager modules used for device management and 
other two is used for data management. EQPS has 
an Event Handler module that listens and detects 
events of several types and process that event 
accordingly. The Report Generator, and Data 
Storage and Loggers together form DSOS service 
module. SensorDB stores sensing data while 
Report Generator module provides the sensing 
report in accordance with the query registered by 
the user. 
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Figure 3. Three Layer System Architecture
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Application Layer is the top layer of system 
architecture which provides four API(s) to the users. 
The four API(s) are: (1) Sensor Tag Configuration, (2) 
Sensing Query, (3) Sensing Data Report and (4) 
Sensing Alarm Notification. Commands are sent 
through “Tag Configuration API” while Query is sent 
by using “Sensing Query API”. The other two API(s) 
such as “Sensing Data Report used for synchronous 
and asynchronous sensing reporting to the user. 
“Sensing Data Report API” and “Sensing Alarm 
Notification API” are used respectively to send 
synchronous reporting of sensor tag data for user query 
and alarm notification to the user asynchronously if 
any alarm event. 
B. Extended APIs: We propose extended APIs for our 
middleware implementation (shown in table 1). ISO 
18000-7 provides limited commands for Reader to 
Active tag communication. To implement Active 
tag as active sensor tag and to command and control 
by using our System requires extended APIs to 
support. Our proposed APIs could be used to 
manage the tag efficiently.  Moreover, 
asynchronous sensing data reporting and tag status 
reporting are common scenarios of RFID-Sensor 
middleware implementation. Below we show the 
typical usage of our proposed middleware to get 
asynchronous sensing data reporting and sensing 
tag status reporting.  
 
Table 1. Extended Middleware APIs 
 
C. Asynchronous Sensing Data Reporting: Initially 
system configures sensor tag by using Commands 
and Control Module. The TCCS module help 
configure the tag as well as active the tag for 
logging, sensing and tag alarm modes such as Beep 
ON. While tag configuration and activation stage is 
over, tag start to log sensing information at the tag 
memory and middleware is capable to issues 
queries for sensing information. It can be a 
Continuous Query (CQ) that is issued once at a time 
and continuous over the repeated period of time. 
The blocked area in figure4 shows execution of 
continuous query to retrieve sensing data reporting 
for the active tag memory. The Active reader 
converts the query to table query according to ISO 
18000-7 commands format and retrieve sensing 
information continuously from the tag memory and 
reports asynchronously to the application user. 
Thus, application user issues queries once and gets 
reports for whole duration of the issued queries. 
Command Name Description Remark
Activate/De-activate Sensor Tag Sends Command that activates the Sensor Tag Reader activate tag
Get/Set Tag ID Sends or receives sensor tag id Set at Tag initial stage
Set Sensing Threshold Sends Command that sets the user intended threshold value to the tag’s Configuration memory. 
Set at Tag initial stage
Set  Battery/Memory Limit Set Battery and Memory limitation of the tag. Set at Tag initial stage
Set Sensing Sampling, Sleep Time Configure sensing interval and sleep time Set at Tag initial stage
Get Tag info. Send all tag information. Active reader read tag info.
Get/Set Source/Dest. Location Send or receive the source or Destination location of    the product. Required at product Shipment
Get/Set Lot Code Send or receive the lot code of the product. To find out container at yard
Get/Set EPC Binding Get the number of EPC attached with the Pallet Find out how many tags attached
Sensing, Logging, Flash  bit ON/OFF Turn ON or Turn OFF the Logging, Flash bit etc. Store sensing data at memory
Get Sensing Values Get sensing values stored in Tag Memory Reading stored data
Get Battery/Memory Status Read Battery Status and sensing Memory status Tag’s current condition is known
Clear memory Clear sensing Memory Make memory empty
Reboot tag Tag reboot, clear tag memory Restart tag with new battery 
Command Name Description Remark
Collection Collect all Tag IDs within interrogator RF                      Communication Range
Reader uses broadcast massage 
to collect tag information.
Collection with User ID Collect all tag IDs including tag’s User ID Reader uses broadcast massage to collect tag information.
User ID Sets User assigned ID Reader set user id to tag.
Owner ID Set owner ID Reader set owner id to tag.
Firmware revision Set by Manufacturer Tag firmware information
Model Number Set by Manufacturer Tag model information
E
xtended A
PIs 
Provided by  
ISO
/IE
C
 18000-7 
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Figure 4. Asynchronous Sensing Data Reporting 
 
 
5. Implementation 
A. Experimental Environment: We use the 
programming language as Java with JDK 5.0 library. 
The platform of experiment is windows of which 
operating system is Windows XP with 1GB main 
memory and CPU Pentium IV 2.6GHz. 
B. System GUI: The middleware system GUI provides 
four types of query interfaces to the users, shown in 
Figure 5. The four types of queries are (1) Tag 
Status query, (2) Continuous Sensing query, (3) 
Conditional Sensing query and (4) Immediate 
Sensing query. User can select any of those types on 
demand. Using Query-1, user can get the status of 
the sensor tag such as whether the Tag battery is 
Low, Memory is Full or the tag has Exceeded 
threshold limit. For example, in the Fig.5, the tag 
status query is selected. User selects tag id (i.e, 
TID1- TID10) and checks the intended status 
reporting. Simply checking the status boxes help 
user to get the status of the sensor tags.    Moreover, 
system users can also request for an ENTRY and 
EXIT temperature by using Conditional Query 
interface. The Immediate Query interface help user 
get the immediate temperature result for certain 
types of products.  
 
Figure 5. System GUI 
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C. System Performance Evaluation: We compare the 
cost of building with naive sequential matching that 
is without query indexing scheme. In sequential 
matching processing, cost of continuous query 
processing grew considerably as increasing of 
continuous queries. In sequential matching, if 1000 
queries are registered, CPU use is 100 %. So no 
more processing is possible. But in Query Indexing, 
only 10% CPU is used. Figure 6 shows changes of 
CPU occupancy rate by increasing of continuous 
queries. 
 
Figure 6. CPU Cost 
      
7. Conclusion 
Active RFID tag integrated with sensing 
module can serve as active sensor tag. The 
advantage of using active sensor tag is that it 
provides greater communication range, long 
battery life and fastest tag data collection. 
However, sensor tag differs from active tag in 
several ways, because it continuously senses and 
stores sensing values in its tag memory. Each 
sensing value in a tag, costs battery power as well 
as memory space. Moreover, a sensor tag life cycle 
has different moods and states. It is necessary to 
switch tag moods and states depending on the 
situation that helps store tag battery power as well 
as sensing data. To control tag and to provide 
efficient system services, a management system is 
required. Although, ISO provides standard for 
active tag communication, it is insufficient to 
provide all the services required by sensor tag 
application. In this paper, we analyze the sensor 
tag applications and existing global standards to 
extract requirements and necessary features for 
efficient sensor tag management. Our proposed 
RFID-Sensor middleware architecture is based on 
EPCglobal Standard Architecture Framework and 
ISO/IEC 18000-7 active air interface standard that 
provides compatibility and global interoperability 
of the system. We proposed four types of core 
management modules which are namely: Tag 
Command and Control Services (TCCS), Device 
and Data Management Services (DDMS), Event 
and Query Processing Services (EQPS), and Data 
Storage and Output Services (DSOS). We also 
proposed extended APIs to implement our 
system. The performance evaluation for 
continuous query shows the efficiency of our 
proposed RFID-Sensor middleware. Here, we 
only consider about tag device and tag data 
management but our tag management does not 
consider about sensor tag locations. Our future 
research work lies on providing integrated RFID-
Sensing-Location management services using 
existing standards. 
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